
When I sat in virtual professional development sessions focused on training teachers in using
Google Classroom, Canvas, and other online platforms, I realized education would never be the
same. The pandemic has changed classroom instruction dynamics requiring educators to adapt
to new trends. 
My first placement was at an elementary school, which after teaching twelve years in a high
school, was a little intimidating as I learned to adapt to an elementary school's norms and
culture. Being an administrative intern at an elementary school, however, gave me insight into
the academic foundation children receive, strategies used to identify struggling students, and
interventions implemented to provide educational support. During my placement, I also learned
the importance of adapting and adjusting to leadership's various requests. When teachers or
staff members were quarantined, I filled in by subbing in classrooms or working in the cafeteria
learning that leaders must be willing to do what needs to be done to keep the school running.
They must be willing to adapt. That ability has helped me evolve personally and professionally.
While I don't know what the future may hold for me, I know I have the necessary skills to adapt!

Throughout my time in Principal Corps, I've had the opportunity to collaborate
with many other educational leaders. This collaboration has allowed me to
gain a better perspective on seeing the big picture and refining my own
leadership skills. Additionally, conversations with my mentors about the  

ADAPTABILITY
Shacora Moore- Lauderdale County School District

ideology surrounding decision-making have better prepared me to enter a role in which I can
positively impact the community in which I serve. Principal Corps is second to none in creating
future-ready leaders who are capable of having an immediate influence on the children of our
state.

COLLABORATION
Nick Thomas - Rankin County School District

The 2020-2021 school year was a learning curve for all educators including
me. I had to adapt to changes in education, transitions in my career, and the
uncertainty of the pandemic. I sat in meetings with administrators discussing
the pros and cons of starting the school year with face-to-face instruction.
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my internships have given me experiences that other professionals cannot obtain before going
into administrative positions. The internships have allowed me to try out my new skills and
explore what works. While reflecting with my mentor, I often ask hard questions to understand
the thought process or guiding principle behind a decision. Through my internship experiences, 
I now know what parts I will take with me and use as a future administrator. These experiences
have empowered me to be more confident and knowledgeable as I work to impact student lives
in our state.

EMPOWERMENT
Kay Dee Calloway- Starkville Oktibbeha School District

Principal Corps has allowed me to grow into my potential as a leader. Both
virtual and onsite instruction with the Principal Corps faculty have added
tools to my toolbox I will use daily as an administrator. Actual world
knowledge and practical implementation of my classroom learning during  

COMMUNITY
Kelli Ruth- Lamar County School District

of the school. Through my Principal Corps classes and internship, I have learned the value of
working together to achieve a common goal. As an aspiring leader, it is important for me to
build relationships with those around me in order to seek what's best for our children. I have
also learned through Principal Corps, the value of an extended community in providing
guidance and support. Even through this pandemic, our PC cohort has continued collaborating  
with one another using technology to build a community of colleagues who not only encourage
and lift up one another now but are forging a friendship that will last long after the program
ends.

Education is a people business. As educators, we are responsible for
people's most important asset, their children. We must be transparent with
parents, other teachers, and stakeholders while striving to build a
community where everyone works together to reach the mission and vision 

INTENTIONALITY
Mary Martha Crowe- Oxford School District

I have learned being an effective leader means to lead with intention. To
ensure success for all, one cannot just hope something will happen. As Dr.
Burnham often says, "Hope is neither a plan nor a strategy." Through 

Principal Corps, I have had the opportunity to learn from exceptional educational leaders, and
one trait they all have in common is they lead with intentionality.



I love what I do, but Principal Corps has truly changed my attitude and my zest
for education. I  give credit to my classes, professors, fellow cohort members and
mentors from whom I have learned so much. When PC 12 "meets" in group chat 

This year was a year of so many firsts for a large number of us, but I recall
being overjoyed on several occasions as I watched teachers and
administrators band together to come up with creative solutions for what
could have been a major setback. Though the pandemic presented several

DISCERNMENT
Megan Garner - Nettleton School District
Principal Corps has provided me with endless opportunities to acquire
knowledge and develop necessary skills to serve in an administrative
role. Throughout the coursework and internship experiences,
emphasis has been placed on having the ability to discern between 

INNOVATION
Lindsay White- Forest Municipal School District

challenges to many schools and exposed sometimes quick fixes in education as a whole, Covid-
19 thrust our district into the next level. A wise man once said, "Never let a good crisis go to
waste." That is exactly what I witnessed this year-- educators being resourceful, innovative, and
making the best of an extremely tough situation for the sake of our children. The most amazing
part has been the realization that, at some future juncture, we would have had to make these
leaps with technology that educators made to keep learning ongoing with the least amount of
disruption as possible. What better time than now to embrace change and innovation?

good decision-making and great decision-making. To be an effective leader, I must be able
to handle difficult situations, prioritize tasks, and most importantly, determine what is best
for students. As a result of all I have learned from an array of knowledgeable faculty
members, I am becoming a more effective leader with increased confidence that I have the
tools I need to be successful.

ENTHUSIASM
Mary Seale - South Panola School District

to talk about our daily experiences, you can literally hear the enthusiasm bubble over in voices
as colleagues talk about their day and experiences. The people I work with are just as
passionate, caring, and enthusiastic about what they do. I've worked with junior high students
for over ten years so my first placement in an elementary school was a big change.  My mentor
told me, "If you can't be happy coming to work here, you need to reevaluate what you're doing."
As my love for learning and my enthusiasm for teaching continues to increase, I know I am right
where I should be.



RESILIENCY
Jennifer Seymour- Biloxi Public School District

was constant motivation to keep stepping forward with my desire to become an administrator.
When I entered Principal Corps, I did not realize how impactful the program would be in
developing my confidence to face new challenges. The Principal Corps experience has
nurtured my self-belief and motivated me to become a leader who continues a steady course
of action in spite of difficulties. I am grateful for Principal Corps, and I will use what I have
learned to positively impact the children and communities in the state of Mississippi.

Resiliency is often described as the process of adapting in the face of
adversity, trauma, or significant sources of stress, and in the case of 2020,
navigating a global pandemic. Through the internship process, I have had   

 As a Principal Corps intern, I was afforded the opportunity to learn how
effective administrators exhibit resilience and fortitude when faced with
adversities. Throughout my internship experience, I have worked alongside
principals whose priority was ensuring students had access to quality 
learning experiences in a safe environment. The definiteness of their purpose

PERSEVERANCE
Vanessa Dean-Hinton- Jackson Public School District

the opportunity to collaborate with numerous educators to overcome the toughest challenge
yet. Despite all the changes and all the obstacles, I could not be more proud of the
experiences that we are providing for our students. Alongside my cohort, I have realized that
leadership starts with an inward momentum, followed by a motivation to achieve greatness and
an attitude not to accept failure. I know being part of a program which demands excellence will
not only empower us to succeed but also push us to become transformational leaders in our
communities.

INSPIRATION
Heather Bryan - Rankin County School District
Having the opportunity to serve my fellow educators in a new capacity has
been a true honor. The 2020-2021 school year brought many new
challenges and caused us all to learn a new level of flexibility. The skills 
 and lessons learned from Principal Corps and my mentors have been
invaluable. I have been inspired by my fellow Cohort 12 peers, professors, and mentors. I have
learned to inspect what I expect and to strive daily to model a life of educational excellence.
Each day I have a front row seat to the passion, persistence, and determination of Mississippi
educators to meet not only the academic needs of students but also their social and emotional
needs. Principal Corps has inspired me, as an educational leader, to be a catalyst for change
and a culture builder! 



TENACITY
Dr. Tom Burnham- Principal Corps

Without question, the pandemic has challenged everyone. I believe,
however, PC 12 has not only existed but gained a new paradigm of learning
and advancing education. This has occurred while you as leaders

and educators have continued to show up at your placement each day with a determination
and commitment to step forward and make certain support systems were in place for children,
parents, and others struggling with the unknown. You subbed in classrooms when teachers
were quarantined, you made certain families without food and resources were fed, you
responded to requests made by your mentors, you stayed late and arrived early to be a
welcoming presence to students and an encourager to teachers. 
You have accomplished so much over the past ten months, and the Principal Corps faculty is
proud of you and your determination, your work ethic, and your dedication to the core
principles of leadership taught in your classes. Without question, you have demonstrated
tenacity, but you have also modeled so much more. As leaders, it is important to show others
hope for tomorrow even when each day brings its own challenges. Please know your schools
are stronger because of your hard work and continual push for the success and well-being of
students, teachers, and staff. Through your tenacious spirit, you have helped your school
community not only exist but actually thrive in unprecedented times.

concepts which are needed as a leader. As I moved from level to level, the opportunities to learn
more were present. There have been many times when I faced difficulties, but I learned to reach
inside myself and get the strength and determination to move forward. I have become more
determined to learn all that I can during my internships, classes, and through my fellow cohort
members to become an effective leader within my district. I believe Principal Corps has been
instrumental in giving me what I need to be successful as a leader while providing opportunities
for me to inspire others to be their best.

DETERMINATION
Kimberly Moore- Harrison County School District

As a member of Principal Corps, I have learned a new meaning of
determination. I have been pushed out of my comfort zone in different
areas,  and the experience was necessary for growth. As a high school
teacher, I was in my zone, but my internship placement at an
elementary school has caused me to be exposed to different 
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